
 
 

CMEPALOOZA PURSUIT QUESTIONS 
 

GEOGRAPHY 
Primary Care Network 

Come along (and take me!) to one of Primary Care Network’s Destinations™ events in 2019, particularly 
to their westernmost scheduled activity. In which city is that slated to be held? 

 
PVI 

The PVI team is heading north of the border (that’s Canada for the directionally disadvantaged) on May 
5 for a program in Ontario, Canada focused on what disease state? 
 

Clinical Care Options 
Name two cities where you’ll be able to attend a live CCO meeting focused on an oncology-related topic 
in the next 6 months. 
 

ENTERTAINMENT (80s Sitcom Edition) 
ASiM CE 

Say Cheers by listing 3 of ASiM CE’s core values. 
 

Thistle Editorial 
Who’s the Boss of Thistle Editorial? 
 

Integritas Communications 
No, Willis, Integritas Communications is not talking about Diff’rent Strokes in their online Collaborative 
Care resource focused on comprehensive cancer pain management, but rather this issue. 
 

HISTORY 
AcademicCME 

Historians love having access to in-depth interviews of their subjects, but sometimes need to brush up 
on their interviewing techniques. Name one of the currently-available activities developed by 
AcademicCME that might be useful as a model. 
 

Postgraduate Institute for Medicine 
Who was President of the United States when PIM began offering independent continuing education for 
healthcare professionals? 
 

Catamount Medical Education 
The home office of Catamount is located in a city that shares its name with which former U.S. president? 
 
 



ARTS AND LITERATURE 
Creative Educational Concepts 

A current member of the Creative Educational Concepts team wrote an Amazon bestseller that was 
published in 2018. What was the title of the book? (you’ll need to do some extra digging for this one) 
 

CMEology 
What is the universally understood metric that CMEology uses to determine the monetary impact of 
their CME activities? 
 

Catalyst Medical Education 
What is the corporate tagline for Catalyst Medical Education? 
 

SCIENCE AND NATURE 
RedMedEd 

Have a change (of heart) with this RedMedEd activity focused on the recognition and management of 
which rare cardiovascular disease?  
 

Healio.com Education Lab 
Online tumor boards are available through Healio.com in multiple disease states. Name two (2) of them. 
 

Answers in CME 
Educational activities developed by Answers in CME incorporate what three core principles? 
 

SPORTS 
RMEI 

The Philadelphia 76ers can’t seem to keep their players healthy (at least not for very long). Perhaps their 
medical team would benefit from participating in one of RMEI’s educational activities that utilizes one of 
their Proprietary Educational Platforms, particularly this one that pairs three multidisciplinary or 
multispecialty clinical experts in a particular area along with one patient living with the same condition.   
 

Global Academy for Medical Education 
Philadelphia 76ers center Joel Embiid has been having trouble catching his breath during games lately. 
Coaches and teammates think Embiid is just out of shape, but he’s worried that there may be an 
undiagnosed respiratory issue at play. He sees a pulmonologist, who tells him about a recent CME 
activity developed by Global Academy for Medical Education that may shed some light into what is 
hampering the superstar. What was that activity entitled? 
 

Academy for Continued Healthcare Learning 
Philadelphia 76ers coach Brett Brown wants to help point guard Ben Simmons fix his shooting woes, but 
he wants to take a unique approach. He therefore points him to the ACHL website to look through one 
of their more salient service line offerings designed to help professional associations, medical specialty 
societies, health systems and other organizations create education that fits into their unique objectives. 
What is the name of this offering? 


